ICFO, The Institute of Photonic Sciences, welcomes outstanding students in the final year of their studies from top universities worldwide, to undertake an internship or their final master project at ICFO.

Selected students are given the opportunity to participate in ICFO’s rich scientific life and to benefit from the experience of ICFO researchers, cutting-edge facilities, industrial projects, a stimulating and multidisciplinary environment as well as high-level training and admin & tech support.

For further information about our research groups and activities, visit: www.icfo.eu

Research lines include, but are not limited to:

- Biomedical optics and biophotonics
- Nanotechnology and nanophotonics
- Quantum optics and quantum information
- Optical Sensing and optoelectronics
- Graphene physics and nanomaterials
- Ultra cold quantum gases
- Nanoscopy and super-resolution imaging
- Nonlinear optics and atom optics
- Atto-science and ultrafast physics
- Green technologies and photovoltaics
- Single-molecule physics
- Advanced laser technology
- BioNanoScience
- Cell Biophysics
- Single Molecule (bio)physics

For further details and to submit your application, please see the call http://jobs.icfo.eu
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